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Introduction 
 
This document describes the LogBook Relay and is intended for programmers that need to 
write software that will send log entries into a LogBook Log automatically. 
 
It covers a basic introduction to LogBook in order to orient the programmer to understand 
enough about LogBook to accomplish their objectives. 
 
The assumption in writing this document is that the programmer may not have been given very 
much in the way of training or instruction from the principal users of LogBook who desire that 
certain automated entries be added to their operational logs from various enterprise systems 
or databases. 
 
The LogBook Relay is software, provided by the LogBook Team, that provides a gateway or relay 
of information into LogBook. However, in order to understand the LogBook Relay and its 
features and use, one first needs to have a basic understanding of LogBook, what it's used for, 
and how log entries appear and are used inside LogBook. 
 

What is LogBook 
 
Before we can go too far into describing the LogBook Relay and how it’s used to route 
automated log entries into LogBook Logs, we first need to provide some context/background 
information on LogBook itself. 
 
LogBook is software that is provided as a cloud service that gives operational teams the ability 
to have operational logs that document the operating conditions and actions taken in what we 
call material operating environments. A material operating environment is any operation that 
deals with significant operational concerns, often involving operational staff with significant 
responsibilities.  All material operating environments involve serious business concerns, face 
significant risks both financially and safety related, and often are overseen, regulated or 
governed by their organization or 3rd party organizations.  Often, these operations face 
compliance burdens that demand that evidence of business practices be documented so that 
compliance evidence can be presented on demand or during periodic compliance audits - often 
with the risk of fines or injunctive action that can stop or impede operations. In short, LogBook 
is for serious people dealing with serious operating concerns. 
 
LogBook Logs 
 
Customers of LogBook create one or more Logs that contain log entries (aka, Notes) that 
document operational information for some area of their business. Some converge all their 
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operating concerns into a single log, while others have separate logs for different areas or 
aspects of their operation. 
 
In order to send information to a LogBook Log, an instance of the LogBook Relay must be 
installed and configured for that specific Log. 
 
LogBook Users 
 
In order to interact with a LogBook Log, users register with LogBook by providing an email 
address, a name and a password.  Once a user account for LogBook is established, the user 
must be granted access and permissions to one or more Logs. 
 
The LogBook Relay will need a LogBook User account that has admin access to the Log to which 
it facilitates log entry addition. 
 
Log Content 
 
The main content of a Log is its Notes (aka, log entries). A Log is a sequence of Notes that are 
kept in a chronological order.  These Notes are intended to represent a diary of sorts that 
documents operating conditions, information and operator actions taken. Notes have a number 
of common properties. Among these are the following core properties of every Note: 
 

Created at time The time the Note is added to the log. This value is assigned 
automatically by LogBook and cannot be changed by any 
user. 

Created by user The LogBook user that added the entry. 

Note Time The chronological time that correlates to the information 
added, which is not always the same as when it is added to 
the log. This time cannot be more future than the created at 
time (i.e., with the intent being to have a factual in-order 
record, log entries must be added retrospectively – they 
must relate to things that have already happened). 

 
There are many more common Note Properties that can be set, and principally among them is 
the content or information conveyed to operators by the Note (i.e., the part that gives meaning 
to the Note).  There are what’s referred to as Basic Notes that contain unstructured text 
content, and there are structured Notes that contain customizable fields of content. Structured 
Notes are template-based, meaning that their content and structure is defined by a Template 
that has been defined in the Log. 
 
When automating log entries, it's important to realize that LogBook Logs are intended for 
operator communication and documentation.  LogBook is not a historian nor telemetry system. 
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It is not intended to be capable of supporting high volume messaging nor storage. Its intended 
use is for operators to communicate with one another and record the important information 
they were aware of during their shift, the actions they took and, often, why. If the Notes to be 
added occur too frequently or in a volume that is not something operators can read and react 
to, it may not be appropriate for LogBook and may be better provided via another type of 
system designed for its volume or frequency. 
 
The content of a Note can vary widely from simple entries to very complex entries.  Logs are 
designed by their owners to contain the type of Notes they need to keep, and Logs are designed 
to display content in the way its users decide best fits their needs. 
 
Most of the time, Notes are added by LogBook Users by using its web UI or by using its 
companion products, such as LogBook Evident – a mobile application that is used most 
commonly by operators doing facility inspections/rounds/walkdowns. 
 
The LogBook Relay is a software system designed to facilitate routing messages from a system 
outside of LogBook into a LogBook Log.  It performs message formatting, protects against 
invalid entries or content mapping problems, and it protects LogBook from overloading by 
preventing it from being inundated with too many messages at any one time. Before we can 
describe how to accomplish this with the LogBook Relay, we need to explain more about 
LogBook Notes. 
 
LogBook Log Templates 
 
LogBook Templates define the types of Notes that can be added to a given log and the content 
of those Notes. From a certain perspective, you can consider these similar to a data table that 
has various fields of information of various data types. In LogBook, the fields in a template are 
sometimes called Template Segments, but they are just fields of a given type that may have a 
certain value or no value. Fields can be required or optional, and some fields can even be given 
a calculated value based on formulas defined for them. 
 
When Notes make it into a Log, they will each be based on a certain Template that is defined in 
the target Log. 
 
It will be very important to work with the log owner when automating entries into a given Log 
because the Log owner will want the log entries to appear in a way they prescribe.  It may be 
possible to use Templates that already exist.  It's also possible that the Notes that will be added 
via the LogBook Relay will necessitate the creation of new Templates in the Log.  The main 
point is that collaboration on the type of information that is to be put into the log should occur 
with the log owner to determine how the information needs to appear, the templates that will 
be needed and used in the process, along with how the messages should appear in the Log. 
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Template Types 
 
LogBook provides two basic types of templates that can be added to a Log: 

• Operational Templates 
• Inspection Templates 

 
Operational Templates generally contain a relatively small number of fields (or Segments). 
Operational templates appear more like sentences than tabular lists of data. 
 
Examples of Operational templates are shown here: 

 
 
Of course, Operational Templates can be longer and more complex. They can be multi-line 
messages, they can contain formatting and more, but the main point is that they are generally 
concise, and in relative terms, short. 
 
Inspection Templates are used to contain larger collections of information. These can be 
broken into Sections and Subsections that organize large sets of data. Many times, these 
correlate with inspections or walkdowns at a plant or facility, where someone from the 
operations team physically walks around collecting observations and readings (i.e., doing an 
inspection). Sometimes these are extremely long and may take operations personnel quite a bit 
of time to collect this information. Due to the length and purpose of these types of templates, 
they are presented as a sequence of sections, each containing a two-column table that displays 
the label of a field (segment) and its value. There's more to inspection templates, but a key 
point is to understand that if you are adding lengthy entries to the Log, you very well may need 
an Inspection Template. 
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Examples of how Inspection Templates appear in LogBook: 
 

 
 

 
 
But, to be clear, these can also be extremely long and detailed, containing dozens of sections 
and subsections (or more) and hundreds of fields. 
 
Template Field (or Segment) Types 
 
Templates contain specific fields, each of a certain type. Some field types are unlikely to be 
useful for automated entries, such as signature fields, file attachment fields, etc. The following 
are the most common field types one would use for automated log entries. 
 
Text Input 
 
This is simply text. Technically, it can contain markdown syntax for formatting, but the value of 
a text input is simply a block of text.  Understanding “Markdown syntax”, which you can easily 
find on the Internet, is important, if you intend to send multi-line formatted text. 
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Numeric Input 
 
This is a number. It's expected to contain a numeric value. Numeric inputs can have no value, 
but when a value is provided it should be a value that can be converted into a number. 
 
Because operating environments often deal with readings from systems that have varied 
operating ranges (e.g., pressures, voltages, current, temperatures and more that are expected 
to be in certain ranges), and because the variety of expected values within the operating range 
of these readings is often more than people can keep in their head, Numeric Inputs can 
optionally be configured to have Min and Max values that represent the expected range of valid 
values for the field.  These do not imply that numbers outside the range are not allowed, it 
simply allows LogBook to know that values below the Min or above the Max are "out of range".  
When values are out of range, the value will appear in a way to call attention to the operator 
with a message that indicates that the value is out of range. Optionally, custom messages can 
be supplied for out of range values below the Min as well as above the Max. 
 
Date/Time 
 
Dates and Date-and-time fields and values are common in operational logs. All Notes have 
some common properties that are date and time values, like the "Note Time", which is, 
arguably, the most important property of all Notes because that's where the Note appears in 
the chronology of the log. 
 
However, Date/Time fields can be added to templates to record other date or date and time 
values. 
 
One thing to be aware of when processing date and time values is the Log Time Zone. All Logs 
have a Time Zone property that indicates the native or default Time Zone for the operation.  
When date and time values are supplied, they will be interpreted as values for the Log Time 
Zone, unless they supply specific UTC time offset information.  When data and time values are 
supplied to the LogBook Relay they must be in ISO time format.  If a date and time is presented 
to the LogBook Relay, it must either include an explicit UTC offset. If no UTC offset is included 
the time will be interpreted as being presented and encoded in the Log’s default Time Zone. 
 
Date/Time fields can be set to store simply a date or a date and time value, which is the most 
common use. 
 
Text Choice 
 
These are fields that have text values, but the values must be valid with regard to a reference 
List of values. Lists are defined within LogBook, and each Text Choice field is constrained by a 
specific list of values. 
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Similar to numeric inputs, list items can be optionally configured to be either abnormal or not 
abnormal. And, like out-of-range numbers, abnormal values for Text Choice fields will call 
attention to the operator (i.e., take note because this is bad or at least unusual). 
 
From an automated entry viewpoint, Text Choice fields would be appropriate when a value 
must be one of several distinct textual values.  Configuring the field as a Text Choice versus 
simply a Text Input will change the input control for the field into a drop-down selector, which 
can help the user, if they need to make changes to the value. 
 
An example of when this might be appropriate is fields that are stateful indicators. For example, 
one might have a field that appears in a log entry that users of the system may update. Perhaps 
something as simple as an Open or Closed status field, that might appear initially as Open, but 
users might change the value to Closed if/when they have addressed whatever concern the log 
entry may represent. There are many other cases that could be appropriate for Text Choice 
fields. 
 
Tag Choice 
 
These are similar to text choices, but unlike lists, these are constrained by tags (i.e., keywords) 
defined in the log. Tags, if in use, are organized into a hierarchy of keywords that relate to 
subject matter important to the operation.  If you need to work with tags, you'll need to learn 
more about how to format/translate the values appropriately. Text Choices will be much more 
straightforward, in comparison, but the purpose of tags is to incorporate the hierarchy; so, at 
times these may be not only appropriate, but essential to how the operators need to interact 
with them. 
 
Sign-off 
 
Sign-off fields are used by operators for approvals or acknowledgements, and they can be 
organized into multiple levels of sign-off. 
 
While you will not be sending Sign-off field content into Notes, it certainly can be that the 
templates you use may have Sign-off fields in order for operators to use them to document that 
they saw and/or acknowledged the Notes after they were added to the log.  This can be 
essential, since the purpose of logs is for operators to be aware of conditions and automate 
messages might escape their awareness, unless acknowledged.  Other ways this can be 
accomplished include using the Note properties for Turnover and Carry Forward. 
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Introduction to the LogBook Relay 
 
As mentioned previously, the LogBook Relay is a companion to LogBook. Its purpose is to 
facilitate adding automated Notes into a LogBook Log. It performs message formatting, protects 
against invalid entries or content mapping problems, and it prevents any system from 
overloading LogBook by inundating it with too many messages at any one time. 
 
Here’s a basic diagram of how the system works. 
 

 
Figure 1. On premise systems to LogBook Log data flow. 

 
To use the LogBook Relay, your organization will need to purchase this add-on module for your 
LogBook Logs.  Once purchased, the LogBook Team will work with you to install, most likely, at 
least two instances of the LogBook Relay.  You’ll need one instance for testing because, in most 
situations, sending test messages into a production log will not be acceptable to the log owner.  
It’s good practice to design message flow and model the mapping of log entries in a test log to 
confirm expected results in a test environment before promoting the solution to cause Notes to 
be added to a production log that is used by operations personnel. 
 
The test instance will route its messages into a test log that you, or the LogBook Team, can 
control.  Once you have successfully demonstrated that your software is ready to send its 
messages to a production log, you will configure your software to send to a production instance 
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of the LogBook Relay that will be configured to add log entries into the true production log that 
operators use. 
 
Understanding what the LogBook Relay Does 
 
As explained above, the purpose of the LogBook Relay is to facilitate adding Notes to your Log.  
There are several steps to this: 

1. Properly formatted messages are sent to the LogBook Relay by you. 
2. The LogBook Relay configures itself based on Settings in your target Log. 
3. The Settings control which messages are to be allowed into the Log and which, if any, 

are not to be allowed. This is done by Namespace matching, which is described in this 
document. 

4. The Settings also control the “Template Mapping” of your messages to LogBook 
Templates, which controls how the messages get added to your Log and how they, 
ultimately, appear in your Log. 

5. The LogBook Relay processes your message files and, as appropriate, adds Notes into 
your target Log 

 
Tip: Note that when the LogBook Relay doesn’t know what to do, it will sometimes add 
diagnostic Notes into your Log that describe messages, for example, that it doesn’t know about 
or doesn’t know how to handle correctly. This can help you diagnose mapping problems or 
discover new messages that could be configured for processing. 
 
Understanding Your Source Messages 
 
Before going too far, it’s critical that you identify the information that your operations team 
wants to have automatically added to their log.  In doing so, you’ll need to understand: 

• The types of messages you’ll send 
• The content available for each type of message 
• How often the messages might be generated 
• How the different types of messages relate to one another, if at all 
• How to write software that can detect, read and format the messages for delivery 

according to this document’s instructions 
 
Once you have an understanding of these things, a discussion with the operations team or log 
owner should occur.  You need to discuss the details, confirm that everything is as expected by 
the operations team, and make certain that each type of message still fits the overall purpose 
of the LogBook Log and LogBook’s aforementioned limitations with regard to frequency and 
volume of messages. 
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Planning for Message Formatting 
 
Now that you understand the types of information/messages that you’ll be delivering, you need 
to consider how you will identify the types of messages you will send.  This is done by defining 
namespaces. 
 
LogBook Relay Message Namespaces 
 
A Namespace is a multipart naming scheme for identifying both message types for the LogBook 
Relay’s message translator and, optionally, the specific messages you are capable of delivering. 
A Namespace must not include spaces. It’s a sequence of letters or digits with structure implied 
by a dot (the period character) separation. For example: 
 Type.Subtype.Key 
 
There’s no limit to the length of the Namespace nor any requirement regarding how many parts 
to the Namespace you may have.  The Type and Subtype(s) should be designed to narrow down 
the messages you’ll send. 
 
In your Log you (and/or the LogBook Team) will indicate how to translate your messages into 
Log Notes by using pattern matching with the Namespaces you provide and providing a set of 
translation instructions for the matched messages that map your message properties to 
LogBook Template Segments (or fields). 
 
By providing Types and Subtypes and Keys, it will be possible within LogBook itself to disable or 
enable messages, which can be useful for your log owner. For example, your program can be 
written to be capable of delivering an entire category of messages, but the log owner may only 
want some of the messages you are capable of delivering and can enable or disable them 
respectively. Your program can be simpler because you can deliver the messages in a generic 
way and will not have to deal with filtering the exact content desired for the log. 
 
You should try to make these useful and easy to use in mapping rules, which requires the 
planning we mentioned before about the kinds of messages you’ll be delivering. 
 
In your source data it is likely that you have certain kinds or types of messages that you need to 
send to your operational log.  For example, let’s take an electric power type business. In that 
case a source system might be monitoring the electric system and one might want to send 
these kinds of messages to a log: 

• Breaker trips and closes 
• Changes to generator limits 
• Changes to generator status 

  
And, obviously, much more. But let’s start with those few examples. Let’s take Breaker Trips 
and Closes. These probably have certain kinds of data that go along with each message of this 
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type. Perhaps: an ID of the respective breaker, the breaker position of tripped or closed, the 
time the breaker’s status changed and perhaps other information. Establishing a namespace for 
this will help you select these types of messages for translation into the log as a group. In this 
case, let’s just say we might decide to use: 
 
 Breaker.TripClose.<BreakerID> 
 
Similarly, for generators in our example we might have a couple of different types of messages 
we can send. Each would reference the generator but the message content might be different. 
Here, we might have these Namespaces: 
 Generator.Limits.<GeneratorID> 
 Generator.Status.<GeneratorID> 
 
With a similar strategy based on the real messages that you have, you should be able to derive 
a Namespace format that makes sense for your data.  And, just to drive home the Namespace 
flexibility you have, your Namespace could include other organizational information. For 
example, the Breaker Trip/Close messages could, if desired, include a substation. For example: 
 Breaker.TripClose.<Substation>.<BreakerID> 
 
Why would that matter? Because inside the LogBook Log it would then be possible to enable or 
disable all Breaker Trip/Close messages by Substation. Only you and your operations team will 
know what’s important with regard to this kind of message grouping. 
 
With the above simple example, later in your LogBook Log’s Config, you will be able to identify 
message translation rules (aka, Template Maps) for each of the above message types. Here, 
most likely, you would have rules for: 
 Breaker.TripClose 
 Generator.Limits 
 Generator.Status 
 
Template Mapping is covered in more detail below. 
 
LogBook Relay Message Files 
 
As you read data from your source system, you will create files that contain one or more 
messages. There’s no limit to the number of messages you can place in one file. 
 
You will then need to submit your file to the LogBook Relay for processing. More on that later. 
 
You can write your software in whatever language or method you prefer or need in order to 
interact with your source systems.  That software might be scheduled to run periodically, or it 
might be event driven.  However, regardless of the mechanics, you will ultimately need to write 
your message data into a text file with the following JSON structure. 
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Yourmessagefile.JSON 
[ 
   comma separated list of messages or message advertisements 
] 
 
Each message or advertisement follows JSON syntax, and all message content must have at a 
minimum a namespace attribute.  Basic and Detailed messages will have additional attributes. 
So, each message is structured like this: 
 
{ 
   JSON comma separated list of keys and values 
} 
 
There are three types of messages you can describe in your file: 

1. Advertisements regarding messages you can deliver 
2. Basic messages 
3. Detailed messages 

 
Advertisements 
 
These are not intended to produce log entries in your log, rather they simply tell LogBook about 
messages that you can and might deliver at some point. These can be either generic or specific.  
 
Generic Advertisements 
 
You can communicate the types of messages you can deliver without indicating the specific 
messages that can be delivered. For example, you might simply want to indicate that you are 
capable of delivering breaker trips and closes, but not provide exactly which breakers. For 
example: 
 Breaker.TripClose 
 
Specific Advertisements 
This can be useful if you are able to provide a complete listing of the detailed messages you can 
deliver, instead of just the kind of messages you can deliver. So, for example, you might be able 
to indicate the specific breaker trips and closes that you can provide. For example: 
 Breaker.TripClose.BR-1 
 Breaker.TripClose.BR-2 
 Breaker.TripClose.BR-3 
 And so forth… 
 
Why Advertise? 
As an example, if you have 1000 breakers for which you can deliver Trip/Close messages, you 
can tell LogBook about all 1000 breakers even though you may not have a Trip/Close event to 
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communicate for, perhaps, a long time (i.e., perhaps many of these do not change status often).  
It may be that the log owner only wants to know about a few of these at the current time. By 
advertising the specific breakers for which you can deliver status, the log owner can configure 
the ones desired in the log before the software ever delivers any Breaker.TripClose messages. 
 
On the other hand, your software may not be able to list all the potential messages of a given 
type that it can deliver. So, you may not be able to list all the specific messages you can deliver. 
 
Is Advertising a Prerequisite? 
In short, no. If you don’t advertise your namespaces, LogBook will “discover them” as you send 
real messages.  When LogBook sees a message for the first time, if the namespace is new, it will 
be registered as if you had advertised it. 
 
So, why advertise? Because if you don’t, you can’t preconfigure your message translations.  But 
that might be ok, especially if you use your LogBook Relay Test Instance for configuring your 
template mappings. 
 
Example Advertisement Files 
 
Let’s take our examples from above and look at the format of an advertisement file for both a 
generic advertisement and one with specifics. 
 
Here’s a file that simply indicates that there are messages of three types. 
 
GenericExampleAdvertismentFile.JSON 
[ 
  { 
    “namespace”: “Breaker.TripClose” 
  }, 
  { 
    “namespace”: “Generator.Limits” 
  }, 
  { 
    “namespace”: “Generator.Status” 
  } 
] 
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And, here’s a file that indicates that there are three types, but it also indicates 5 specific 
breakers for which trip/close status messages can be delivered. 
 
SpecificExampleAdvertismentFile.JSON 
[ 
  { 
    “namespace”: “Breaker.TripClose.BR1” 
  }, 
  { 
    “namespace”: “Breaker.TripClose.BR2” 
  }, 
  { 
    “namespace”: “Breaker.TripClose.BR3” 
  }, 
  { 
    “namespace”: “Breaker.TripClose.BR4” 
  }, 
  { 
    “namespace”: “Breaker.TripClose.BR5” 
  }, 
  { 
    “namespace”: “Generator.Limits” 
  }, 
  { 
    “namespace”: “Generator.Status” 
  } 
] 
 
With the above, you have indicated that there are 5 specific breakers for which you can send 
messages. You do not, necessarily, have to send all 5 in order to provide mapping for them, and 
the log owner will be able to enable or disable each of the 5 messages individually even before 
they are sent. 
 
Basic Messages 
A Basic Message is a specific message that is to become a Note; however, it does not have 
detailed attributes, rather it only has a textual message that should be the content of the Note. 
These are inserted into LogBook as “Basic Notes”, which are the simplest kind of LogBook Note. 
 
Even here there are a couple of options. The very simplest of these is to provide a timestamp 
attribute in your message. Because of the additional attribute, the LogBook Relay knows that 
this is not an advertisement, rather it is intended as a message that is to become a Note. In 
addition, only providing the timestamp in attribute as shown below could be considered an 
alarm. 
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The timestamp attribute can optionally be provided for a message intended to become a Note, 
and its value indicates the LogBook Note’s Note Time, which is the time at which the Note 
should be located in the chronology of Notes in the log. If the timestamp attribute is NOT 
provided, the Note will receive a Note Time based on when the LogBook Relay submits the 
Note into the Log. All timestamp attributes must contain values of the following format: 
 "yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:sszzz" 
 where, yyyy is a four-digit year 
 MM is a month-of-year, 01 through 12 
 DD is a valid day-of-month, 01 through 28,29,30 or 31 
 HH is an hour-of-day in 24-hour format, 00 through 23 
 mm is a minute-of-hour, 00 through 59 
 ss is a second-of-minute, 00 through 59 
 zzz is a UTC time zone offset indication which contains 6 characters as follows 
  + or -, indicating the direction of the UTC offset 
  hh, the hours offset from UTC 
  mm, the minutes offset from UTC 
 
An example of a properly formatted American/Central Daylight Savings Time would be the 
following because during daylight savings time the Central time zone is 5 hours behind UTC: 
 2020-09-22T14:57:31-05:00 
 
Here we see the zero padded full date along with hours, minutes, and seconds separated by a 
character “T” and followed by a UTC time zone offset in hours and minutes. This is compliant 
with ISO standards. When given a UTC offset the timestamp will be taken literally and posted 
with said offset. When no offset is given, the Relay will inspect the target Log’s Time Zone 
setting and use that time zone as the UTC offset inferred (i.e., the time will be taken as being in 
the Log’s default time zone, when no UTC offset is provided). Note that automatic time zone 
inference is ambiguous between 01:00 and 01:59 in time zones that observe daylight savings 
time on the day the zone moves from daylight time to standard time because there are two 
interpretations for each such time, one in daylight time and one in standard time. 
 
An alternative way to send a message that becomes a Basic Note into a log is to add a noteData 
attribute. This, too, as an additional message attribute, lets the LogBook Relay know that this is 
a message destined to become a Note and is not a namespace advertisement. 
 
Here’s an example of a LogBook Relay file with Basic Note messages, again which follows the 
basic structure of all LogBook Relay input files. 
 
BasicMessagesWithTimestampExample.JSON 
[ 
  { 
   “namespace”: “Breaker.Trip.BR1”, 
   “timestamp”: “2020-04-10T14:51:03-05:00” 
  }, 
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  { 
   “namespace”: “Breaker.Close.BR4”, 
   “timestamp”: “2020-04-10T13:18:21-05:00” 
  } 
] 
 
Since these are to become log entries and because these messages do not contain a noteData 
attribute, the LogBook Relay will translate them into Basic Notes with their content being the 
namespace value of each.  The log entries will have a Note Time based on their respective 
timestamp attribute values. 
 
Messages can also become Basic Notes by providing a simple text value for the noteData 
attribute. Here are a couple of examples. 
 
BasicMessagesWithnoteDataExample.JSON 
[ 
  { 
   “namespace”: “Breaker.TripClose.BR1”, 
   “noteData”: “Breaker BR1 Tripped.” 
  }, 
  { 
   “namespace”: “Breaker.TripClose.BR4”, 
   “timestamp”: “2020-04-10T13:18:21-05:00” 
   “noteData”: “Breaker BR4 was Closed.” 
  }, 
  { 
   “namespace”: “Breaker.TripClose.BR5”, 
   “timestamp”: “2020-04-10T14:40:30”, 
   “noteData”: “Breaker BR5 was Closed.” 
] 
 
The above become Basic Notes in the target log. Because there’s no timestamp attribute 
provided, the first one receives a Note Time for the Note based on when the Note is submitted 
by the LogBook Relay into the log.  The second message becomes a Basic Note, as well, but its 
Note Time is set based on the timestamp provided. The third message is similar to the second 
message, but note that its timestamp does not include a UTC offset for time zone. Therefore, 
the inference for the timestamp for the third message will be based respective on the Log’s 
time zone setting (which is defined in the target Log’s Log Settings). 
 
Detailed Messages 
 
While Basic Messages can be useful in some circumstances, most logs can benefit tremendously 
by having detailed messages mapped into LogBook Templates, instead of being added as 
unstructured text. 
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Detailed messages, instead of having simple text for their noteData attribute, have instead an 
array of extended Attributes and Values that provide discrete details about the message. 
 
Continuing with our examples from above, consider a breaker trip or close message. Each of 
these might have a “BreakerID” and a “Status” and a “TimeOfTripCloseEvent”.  While we could 
format the message as text, we could also just send these details discretely and let LogBook 
format the message. This is how data typically should be sent. 
 
Here’s a Detailed Message example file. 
 
DetailedMessageExample.JSON 
[ 
  { 
   “namespace”: “Breaker.TripClose.BR1”, 
   “timestamp”: “2020-04-10T14:07:18-05:00” 
   “noteData”: { 
       “BreakerID”: “BR1”, 
       “Status”: “Trip”, 
       “TimeOfEvent”: “2020-04-10T14:07:18-05:00” 
  }, 
  { 
   “namespace”: “Breaker.TripClose.BR4”, 
   “timestamp”: “2020-04-10T13:18:21-05:00” 
   “noteData”: { 
       “BreakerID”: “BR4”, 
       “Status”: “Close”, 
       “TimeOfEvent”: “2020-04-10T13:18:21-05:00” 
    } 
  } 
] 
 
With the above example Notes will be made at Note Times based on their respective 
timestamp value. The implication here is that noteData for each of these messages will instead 
be mapped to a template and posted as if an operator had manually filled out the template. 
Here, we have a base namespace of Breaker.TripClose, which would likely be mapped to a 
template called Breaker Status, that has the properties: BreakerID, Status, and TimeOfEvent. 
So, after putting these messages into the LogBook Relay, and once the Relay processes the 
message file, there will be two tabular messages with the template Breaker Status. One 
message with Status of Trip and the other Status of Close.  However, the type of Note 
generated depends on the template map configured in LogBook for the respective namespaces.  
More on Template Mapping below. 
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The difference in using this technique is significant because LogBook is able to map the 
noteData attributes into distinct template fields, which means that these fields can be 
searched, plotted on graphs and can be annotated like any manually entered LogBook 
templated Note. 
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Configuring the LogBook Relay 
 
For Logs that include support for a LogBook Relay, the configuration is managed by using 
LogBook itself. 
 
First, someone will need a LogBook User account with Admin access to your target Log.  One 
can login to Logbook by clicking Sign-in (in the upper, right) at trylogbook.com. 
 
Once the respective Log has been chosen, use the Log menu to go to Log Settings. 
 

 
 
Your Log’s Admin pages will then appear. From there, click on the Config tab. 
 

 
 
The Config tab can be a little confusing, but basically, your settings will be listed by the Relay 
Name, which should be pretty obvious once here. If not, contact the LogBook Team for 
clarification. 
 

Tip: The LogBook Relay, while powerful, can be hard to configure. Most of the settings 
are intended to be changed by the LogBook Team, at this point. It is possible to change 
them, but their setup can be intricate, and unless you have a good grasp on these 
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settings, it’s wise to reach out to the LogBook Team for their help in making 
configuration changes. 

 
You will be concerned with the following specific areas of configuration settings: 

• namespaces 
• settings 
• TemplateMap 

 
The other parts should only be changed by the LogBook Team. 
 
About the Examples 
 
For this section we are going to use an example that’s derived based on the idea of a Tank Farm 
operation.  While crude, the idea of the tank farm is simply being used so that we can present 
examples that make a degree of sense with regard to what one might do when managing a 
Tank Farm operation. 
 
In our case, we will have a number of Tanks, identified with numbers (e.g., Tank1, Tank2, etc.), 
and we will have a number of messages we want to send about the tanks, such as: 

• Tank Info (short messages about things like Temperature, or when a tank is Cleaned) 
• Tank Status (whether a tank is currently in use or not) 
• Tank Inspection (details about tank inspections) 
• Tank Decommissioned (info added when a tank is taken out of service permanently) 

 
Namespaces 
 
In order for there to be any Namespaces to configure, the LogBook Relay must have processed 
either namespace advertisements or messages for certain namespaces. That causes the 
namespaces to be added to the config for the log. 
 
When added, the namespaces will be enabled for message delivery into your Log. The Config 
allows enabling or disabling messages at any level of the namespace hierarchy. Disabled 
namespaces cause the LogBook Relay to ignore respective messages, not delivering them into 
your Log. This allows LogBook Relay Programmers to write code that can deliver messages 
generically, while also allowing, via the Config, for suppressing messages that are unwanted at 
any given time by the Log Owner, yet allowing decisions to change over time as to the messages 
desired in the Log without having to write additional code. 
 
To configure namespace settings for your Log, see: 

Log Settings -> Config -> <Relay Name>.namespaces. 
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Considering our Tank Farm, consider that the namespaces would include entries such as: 
 
 Tank.Decommission.Tank1 
 Tank.Decommission.Tank2 
 Etc. 
 Tank.Info.Cleaned.Tank1 
 Tank.Info.Cleaned.Tank2 
 Etc. 
 Tank.Info.Temp.Tank1 
 Tank.Info.Temp.Tank2 
 Etc. 
 Tank.InspectionTank1 
 Tank.Inspection.Tank2 
 Etc. 
 Tank.Status.Tank1 
 Tank.Status.Tank2 
 Etc. 
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Here’s a screenshot of our Tank Farm example with some namespaces that correspond to the 
namespaces outlined above. 

 
 
 
In the Config it would then be possible to disable all Tank messages by changing the setting for 
“Tank” to “No”.  Alternatively, it would be possible to disable Tank.Info.Cleaned messages for 
specific Tanks by setting the more specific namespace, such as Tank.Info.Cleaned.Tank2 to 
“No”. 
 
Template Mapping 
 
With LogBook you can create Templates for your Notes, which allows you to predefine a format 
for your Notes. The LogBook Relay can be configured to map incoming messages for certain 
namespaces to specific templates with a Template Mapping Config. 
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Typically, the LogBook Team helps its customers with these configurations.  However, 
customers that want to can control the template mapping.  To configure template mapping 
settings, see: 

Log Settings -> Config -> <Relay Name>.TemplateMap 
 
Technically, it’s possible to have more than one LogBook Relay that is connected to a Log.  
Practically, it’s rare for there to be more than one.  Each LogBook Relay can have a template 
mapping setting configured. The LogBook Relay’s TemplateMap is used to define one or more 
mapping rules that define how the LogBook Relay will interpret incoming messages for a given 
namespace or namespace pattern, and how it will convert the incoming messages into Notes 
based on a certain, specific LogBook Template for your target Log. 
 
The Template Mapping setting is a JSON array, where each JSON object in the array is a 
mapping rule. 
 
The content of the TemplateMap setting is JSON that is formatted as: 
 
[ 
  { 
    Template mapping rule 
  }, 
  { 
     Template mapping rule 
  } 
] 
 
Template Mapping Rules 
 
There are three basic properties of Template Mapping Rules: 

1. The Namespace matching pattern that is used to match incoming message namespaces. 
2. KeysToIgnore can be optionally set in order to have the LogBook Relay know to ignore 

certain Key-Values pairs in specific messages that correspond to the Namespace 
matching pattern. 

3. Template mapping properties that describe the target template and the field mappings 
based on the template’s segments and the incoming message’s noteData content. 

 
Namespace Rule Details 
 
Each Template Mapping Rule must have a “Namespace” attribute that is used to match the 
namespace of incoming messages. The value of the “Namespace” attribute can specify all or a 
part of the namespace(s) you want to match.  Generally, you’ll need to identify namespaces 
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based on the message content structure because the remainder of the rule will indicate how 
the LogBook Relay is to transform the corresponding incoming messages into LogBook Notes 
that are derived or based upon a specific, single LogBook Template.  The idea here is that the 
namespace matching pattern should identify messages that have the same types of noteData 
properties because they will all need to become Notes based on a single, specific Template. 
 
Namespace to Template Matching 
 
In general, the "most specific" namespace rule for a particular namespace is used to map it to a 
template.   
 
Most specific means: 

1. More of the namespace nodes are described. The mapping rule for 
"Tank.Info.Cleaned" is more specific than the mapping rule for "Tank.Info" because 
"Tank.Info.Cleaned" describes three nodes rather than two. 

2. The described nodes are closer to the right.  Example: given an incoming message 
with the Namespace "Tank.Info.Temp.Tank1" and a mapping rule for 
"Tank.Info.Temp" and "Info.Temp.Tank1", the one that would be used is 
"Info.Temp.Tank1" because both rules describe 3 nodes, but "Info.Temp.Tank1" is 
considered to be the most specific. Think of it this way. The “Info.Temp.Tank1” 
indicates a specific tank, whereas the “Tank.Info.Temp” is a more general indication 
of the namespace. For most namespace hierarchy designs, the further to the right 
one is, given two potentially matching rules, the more specific the match. The point 
here is that one could have a general rule for “Tank.Info.Temp” and a more specific 
rule, if needed, just for “Tank.Info.Temp.Tank1”. 

 
KeysToIgnore 
 
If your messages contain key-value pairs in noteData that should be ignored during Note 
construction, one can add a “KeysToIgnore” attribute with a value of an array of strings that 
match the key values that should be ignored during message to Note conversion. If key-value 
pairs are included in noteData that are not be sent in a corresponding Note, LogBook will add 
comments to the corresponding Note that indicate that key-value pairs were present but no 
Template Segment was mapped to them, which could be problem, if someone added new data 
to a message or if a mistake was made in Template Mapping. The KeysToIgnore feature allows 
message content to contain additional attributes that one could decide to use in the future, yet 
ignore the values when that is appropriate. When all Key-Value pairs are mapped, there is no 
need to provide this attribute in your Template Mapping rule. 
 
Template Description 
 
Each JSON namespace mapping rule also needs a “Template” attribute, whose value is a JSON 
object that contains various attributes that describe the target Template to use and the various 
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properties for the resultant Note to be added.  The format for the “Template” attribute is as 
follows: 
 
“Template”: { 
   “TemplateName”: <the name of the target Log Template>, 
   “CarryForward”: true or false 
   “Turnover”: true or false 
   “Segments”: { 
      <one or more template segment mapping rules here separated by commas> 
   } 
} 
 
Each Template must consist of a TemplateName, but Template descriptions can optionally 
consist of CarryForward, Turnover and Segments properties. The TemplateName must be 
provided. 
 
The TemplateName attribute is case insensitive, but its value must match the exact name of 
the LogBook Template you intend to use in your target Log when creating a Note based on the 
message that corresponds to the matching Namespace in your rule. 
 
The CarryForward attribute can optionally be set to cause the resultant Note created to be a 
Carry Forward Note. CarryForward, when set, must have a value of either true or false (no 
quotes). When not provided, the Note will not be a Carry Forward Note. 
 
The Turnover attribute can optionally be set to cause the resultant Note created to be a 
Turnover Note. Turnover, when set, must have a value of either true or false (no quotes). When 
not provided, the Note will not be a Turnover Note. 
 
Template Segment Mapping Rules 
 
The purpose of the Template Segment Mapping Rules is to tell the LogBook Relay how to map 
Template Segments to noteData Key-Value pairs. 
 
By default, the LogBook Relay will attempt to find Template Segments based on the Keys it 
finds in a given message’s noteData object. However, in order for a Template Segment to be 
found, the Key must exactly, and completely, match the fully-qualified Segment name. A fully-
qualified Segment name can include superior Sections, for Inspection Templates; so, fully-
qualified Segment names can be lengthy. When constructing a fully-qualified Segment Name, 
one must list, in order, the sections superior to the Segment in the template, in ascending level-
order. Between each section and before the Segment’s name a semi-colon must be provided 
(“;“). 
 
As an example, if a given Segment had two superior sections in which it was contained (for 
example purposes let’s call the two superior sections “Level 1 Section” and “Level 2 Section”, 
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and let’s assume our Segment’s non-fully-qualified name is “Status”), the fully-qualified name 
for the Status Segment in this example would be “Level 1 Section; Level 2 Section; Status”. 
 
Segment mapping rules provide explicit control over Segment to noteData Key mapping. 
 
The format for Segment Mapping Rules, which provides for one or more Segment-to-Key rules, 
is as follows: 
 
“Segments” : { 
   <one or more comma separated Segment-to-Key Rules> 
} 
 
The format for Segment-to-Key rules is as follows: 
 
segment-name : { 
   “Key” : noteData-key, 
   “Ignore” : true or false 
} 
 
As explained above, the segment-name, which is case insensitive, must be a string that contains 
a fully-qualified Segment name that matches the intended Template Segment that will receive 
the value from the mapped noteData Key-Value pair.  If a fully-qualified Template Segment 
name is not unique for the Template, which can technically happen but is not recommended in 
practice, it will map to the first matching segment in the Template’s segment sort order, and a 
comment will be added to explain that duplicate segments where found. 
 
The value of the Key attribute is case insensitive but must otherwise match the exact Key in 
noteData for the intended message’s Key-Value pair. 
 
The Ignore attribute is optional, and can be set to true in order to ignore the incoming Key-
Value, and provide no-value for the corresponding segment in the Note that’s created. 
 
LogBook Relay Message Examples 
 
Basic LogBook Message Examples 
 
Perhaps the easiest way to send message into LogBook via the LogBook Relay is to send “Basic 
Notes”, which are simply ad-hoc free-text Notes, in LogBook. 
 
Here are a couple of example messages that could be sent. 
 
[ 
    { 
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        "namespace": "Tank.Notes.Tank3", 
        "noteData": "Tank 1 was cleaned at 07/27/2020 17:07 CDT", 
        "timestamp": "2020-07-19T17:07:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Notes.Tank4", 
        "noteData": "Tank 4 should be investigated. No use for some time." 
    } 
] 
 
In both of the messages in the above example message file, the noteData message property has 
a simple string value.  These notes need no Template Mapping in order to become Notes in 
LogBook. They will simply be added as “Basic Notes” that have Note content that corresponds 
to the string value in noteData.  The Note Time will come from the timestamp message 
attribute, and if that’s not present the time the message is processed by the LogBook Relay will 
become the corresponding Note Time. 
 
Here’s an example of the resultant Notes created. 
 

 
 

 
 
One thing to point out here is that, in our example about Tank Cleaning, this type of Note inside 
LogBook is simply text. LogBook itself does not know the time of cleaning, as a distinct property 
of the message, which is significantly different than the examples below about 
Tank.Info.Cleaned, where the time of cleaning is captured as a specific Segment for a 
structured, Template based Note. 
 
Template Mapping Examples 
 
The following is a rather extensive example of a template mapping setup present on LogBook 
for our Relay Tank Farm example. 
 
Relay Tank Farm Templates 
 
The Relay Tank Farm contains several Templates, as follows. We show the templates so that a 
full understanding of the Template Map can be explored. Here’s the template list. 
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The details for each template follow. 
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Tank Decommission Template 
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Tank Info Template with Two Sub Templates 
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Tank Inspection Template 
 

 
 
Tank Status Template 
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Example Message File 
 
For the Relay Tank Farm, we have an example incoming message file that contains data for 
various messages that are intended to be mapped into Notes based on Templates in the Relay 
Tank Farm. 
 
[ 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Info.Temp.Tank4", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 4", 
            "Ambient Temp": 85, 
            "Liquid Temp": 90 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-24T09:00:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Info.Cleaned.Tank1", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 1", 
            "Cleaned at": "2020-08-24T07:45:00-5:00" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-24T09:30:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Inspection.Tank1", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 1", 
            "Liquid Level": 38, 
            "Leaks": "No", 
            "Odor": "No", 
            "Status": "In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-24T13:05:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Inspection.Tank2", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 2", 
            "Liquid Level": 36, 
            "Leaks": "Yes", 
            "Leak Amount": 0, 
            "Odor": "No", 
            "Status": "In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-24T14:05:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Inspection.Tank4", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 4", 
            "Liquid Level": 5, 
            "Leaks": "Yes", 
            "Odor": "Yes", 
            "Status": "Not In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-24T15:50:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Decommission.Tank4", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 4", 
            "Status": "Not In Use", 
            "Tank Details; Was this tank leaking?": "Yes", 
            "Tank Details; Was an odor present?": "No", 
            "Tank Details; Reason": "Tank bottom corrosive", 
            "Tank Details; Date and Signoff; Walkdown Date": "2020-08-24" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-25T07:00:00-5:00", 
        "carryForward": true 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Status.Up.Tank1", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 1", 
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            "Status": "In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-25T11:00:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Status.Up.Tank2", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 2", 
            "Status": "In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-25T11:15:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Status.Up.Tank3", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 3", 
            "Status": "In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-25T11:30:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Status.Down.Tank4", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 4", 
            "Status": "Not In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-25T11:55:00-5:00" 
    } 
] 
 
Template Mapping Example 
 
The following is an example Template Mapping configuration, which would be the content of 
the Log’s Log Settings -> Config -> <RelayName>.TemplateMap setting. This configuration 
corresponds to the Relay Tank Farm Log, its Templates (shown above) and the example 
incoming message file (shown above).  It is shown to illustrate various mapping capabilities for 
the incoming messages.  
 
[ 
    { 
        "Namespace": "Tank.Info.Temp", 
        "Template": { 
            "TemplateName": "Tank Info: Tank Temp", 
            "Segments": { 
                "Diff Temp": { "Ignore": true } 
            } 
        } 
    }, 
    { 
        "Namespace": "Tank.Info.Cleaned", 
        "Template": { 
            "TemplateName": "Tank Info: Tank Cleaned" 
        } 
    }, 
    { 
        "Namespace": "Tank.Inspection", 
        "Template": { 
            "TemplateName": "Tank Inspection", 
            "Segments": { 
                "Does the tank have any leaks?": { 
                    "Key": "Leaks" 
                }, 
                "Is there any unexpected odor near the tank?": { 
                    "Key": "Odor" 
                }, 
                "Tank Status": { 
                    "Key": "Status" 
                } 
            } 
        }, 
        "KeysToIgnore": [ "Leak Amount" ] 
    }, 
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    { 
        "Namespace": "Tank.Decommission", 
        "Template": { 
            "TemplateName": "Tank Decommission", 
            "CarryForward": true 
        } 
    }, 
    { 
        "Namespace": "Tank.Status.Up", 
        "Template": { 
            "TemplateName": "Tank Status" 
        } 
    }, 
    { 
        "Namespace": "Tank.Status.Down", 
        "Template": { 
            "TemplateName": "Tank Status", 
            "Turnover": true 
        } 
    } 
] 
 
 
Message by Message Explanations 
 
As the LogBook Relay processes the example incoming message file for the Relay Tank Farm 
example, Notes will be created in the Log, accordingly. 
 
Here, we go through the messages and explain the results produced with the above 
configuration. 
 
Tank Info Message Explanation 
 
There are two messages in the incoming message file that have Namespaces that begin with 
Tank.Info. 
 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Info.Temp.Tank4", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 4", 
            "Ambient Temp": 85, 
            "Liquid Temp": 90 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-24T09:00:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Info.Cleaned.Tank1", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 1", 
            "Cleaned at": "2020-08-24T07:45:00-5:00" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-24T09:30:00-5:00" 
    }, 
 
These messages concern “tank information”.  One contains tank temperature information and 
the other contains information about a tank begin cleaned.  Template Mapping rules control 
what happens for each. Here are the relevant Template Mapping Rules from above. 
 
    { 
        "Namespace": "Tank.Info.Temp", 
        "Template": { 
            "TemplateName": "Tank Info: Tank Temp", 
            "Segments": { 
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                "Diff Temp": { "Ignore": true } 
            } 
        } 
    }, 
    { 
        "Namespace": "Tank.Info.Cleaned", 
        "Template": { 
            "TemplateName": "Tank Info: Tank Cleaned" 
        } 
    }, 
 
The two Template Mapping Rules above, correspond to the incoming messages above. The first 
rule matches the tank temperature message and the other matches the tank cleaning message. 
 
Each rule maps to a different LogBook Template. In this case the templates are Sub Templates 
of an Operational Template. 
 
Tank.Info.Temp Example Note 
 
You’ll note that the Tank.Info.Temp messages correspond to a template that’s slightly complex 
and includes calculated fields, but the input Segments do correspond to the noteData Keys in 
the corresponding message. Here’s an explanation of what the template map causes. 
 

1. The Namespace it governs is those identified with “Tank.Info.Temp”. 
2. It identifies the sub template “Tank Temp” of the “Tank Info” operational template as 

the Template for which to derive Notes. 
3. It relies on default Segment mapping, which means that keys in the message’s noteData 

key-value pairs will be directly matched to Template segment names. In this case, the 
message’s “Tank”, “Ambient Temp” and “Liquid Temp” keys are identical to Segment 
names in the template; so, there’s no need to provide explicit mapping for them. 

4. It indicates that the template segment “Diff Temp” should be ignored. In this case, the 
reason is that “Diff Temp” is a calculated field in the template and needs no mapped 
value from the message. 

 
Here are the resultant LogBook Note that is created. 
 

 
 
For an understanding of why the Note’s text is formatted as it is, see LogBook’s help. 
 
 
Tank.Info.Cleaned Example Note 
 
This example is similar to the Tank.Info.Temp example, but simpler. Because the message’s 
noteData Keys are auto-mapped to Template Segments, nothing beyond Template 
identification is necessary. 
 
Here’s the resultant LogBook Note that is created. 
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Tank Inspection Message Explanation 
 
There are three messages in the incoming message file that have Namespaces that begin with 
Tank.Inspection. 
 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Inspection.Tank1", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 1", 
            "Liquid Level": 38, 
            "Leaks": "No", 
            "Odor": "No", 
            "Status": "In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-24T13:05:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Inspection.Tank2", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 2", 
            "Liquid Level": 36, 
            "Leaks": "Yes", 
            "Leak Amount": 0, 
            "Odor": "No", 
            "Status": "In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-24T14:05:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Inspection.Tank4", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 4", 
            "Liquid Level": 5, 
            "Leaks": "Yes", 
            "Odor": "Yes", 
            "Status": "Not In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-24T15:50:00-5:00" 
    }, 

 
There’s only one Template Mapping Rule above that corresponds to these incoming messages.  
 
   { 
        "Namespace": "Tank.Inspection", 
        "Template": { 
            "TemplateName": "Tank Inspection", 
            "Segments": { 
                "Does the tank have any leaks?": { 
                    "Key": "Leaks" 
                }, 
                "Is there any unexpected odor near the tank?": { 
                    "Key": "Odor" 
                }, 
                "Tank Status": { 
                    "Key": "Status" 
                } 
            } 
        }, 
        "KeysToIgnore": [ "Leak Amount" ] 
    }, 

 
Tank Inspection Example Note 
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Similar to prior explanations, this mapping rule identifies the messages with Namespaces that 
include “Tank.Inspection”, and it maps them to the Template “Tank Inspection”. 
 
The mapping rule uses some auto-mapping of Keys to Segments and some explicit mapping.  
The Key: “Leaks” is mapped to a Segment titled “Does the tank have any leaks?”. The Key: 
“Odor” is mapped to the Segment titled “Is there any unexpected odor near the tank?”, and the 
Key: “Status” is mapped to the Segment titled “Tank Status”.  The Keys “Tank” and “Liquid 
Level” map to their correspondingly named Segments. Finally, sometimes these messages 
include a Key of “Leak Amount”; however, the target Template does not have a corresponding 
Segment. So, we ignore that Key, when present. Note that the “KeysToIgnore” mapping 
property has an array of strings value, which is why it’s inside square brackets. 
 
Here’s the resultant LogBook Notes created. 
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You’ll note that the Liquid Level for the Tank 4 message includes a warning. That’s because in 
the Template’s definition, the Liquid Level has a Min Value level of 24 inches, and the incoming 
message has a Liquid Level value that is less than the min, which is why the corresponding out-
of-range warning is shown indicating “Reload or discontinue tank use.” 
 
Tank Decommission Message Explanation 
 
There is one message in the incoming message file that have Namespaces that begin with 
Tank.Decommission. 
 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Decommission.Tank4", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 4", 
            "Status": "Not In Use", 
            "Tank Details; Was this tank leaking?": "Yes", 
            "Tank Details; Was an odor present?": "No", 
            "Tank Details; Reason": "Tank bottom corrosive", 
            "Tank Details; Date and Signoff; Walkdown Date": "2020-08-24" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-25T07:00:00-5:00", 
        "carryForward": true 
    }, 

 
There’s only one Template Mapping Rule above that corresponds to these incoming messages.  
 
   { 
        "Namespace": "Tank.Decommission", 
        "Template": { 
            "TemplateName": "Tank Decommission", 
            "CarryForward": true 
        } 
    }, 

 
Tank Decommission Example Note 
 
Similar to prior explanations, this mapping rule identifies the messages with Namespaces that 
include “Tank.Decommission”, and it maps them to the Template “Tank Decommission”. 
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This template uses auto-mapping for its Template Segments and Message Key-Value Pairs.  
However, this message uses the “CarryForward” Template Mapping property to cause the 
resultant Note to be a Carry Forward Note, which can be seen below by the left margin red-
stripe and the clock icon to the right of the Note Time. 
 
For auto mapping, note the Keys that were present in the message, which include “fully 
qualified” names that match the sectional path to the corresponding Segments in the Template. 
As seen in these Keys, you’ll note that Sectional separation requires a semicolon between 
Section and Segment titles. 
 
Here’s the resultant LogBook Note created. 

 
 
Tank Status Message Explanation 
 
There are four messages in the incoming message file that have Namespaces that begin with 
Tank.Status. 
 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Status.Up.Tank1", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 1", 
            "Status": "In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-25T11:00:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Status.Up.Tank2", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 2", 
            "Status": "In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-25T11:15:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Status.Up.Tank3", 
        "noteData": { 
            "Tank": "Tank 3", 
            "Status": "In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-25T11:30:00-5:00" 
    }, 
    { 
        "namespace": "Tank.Status.Down.Tank4", 
        "noteData": { 
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            "Tank": "Tank 4", 
            "Status": "Not In Use" 
        }, 
        "timestamp": "2020-08-25T11:55:00-5:00" 
    } 

 
There are two Template Mapping Rules that correspond to these incoming messages.  
 
   { 
        "Namespace": "Tank.Status.Up", 
        "Template": { 
            "TemplateName": "Tank Status" 
        } 
    }, 
    { 
        "Namespace": "Tank.Status.Down", 
        "Template": { 
            "TemplateName": "Tank Status", 
            "Turnover": true 
        } 
    } 

 
Tank Status Example Note 
 
Similar to prior explanations, these mapping rules identify the messages with Namespaces that 
include “Tank.Status.Up” and “Tank.Status.Down”, and they both map messages to the 
Template “Tank Status”. 
 
Both of these template mapping rules use Segment to Key auto-mapping. The only difference is 
that when a Tank is down, the corresponding Note is set to be a Turnover Note because of the 
Template Mapping property “Turnover” being set to true. The checkbox below is the “Turnover 
Note” property that can be seen on LogBook’s Enter Notes or View Notes pages. 
 
The resultant LogBook Notes created are: 
 

 
 
Understanding LogBook Relay Errors 
 
When the LogBook Relay processes incoming messages, it expects to be able to produce Notes 
based on the incoming message content, when the Namespace is Enabled in the Log’s Log 
Settings -> Config -> <RelayName>.Namespaces configuration. 
 
There are various types of errors that the LogBook Relay can encounter when processing 
message files. Here’s are some to be aware of along with an explanation of what the LogBook 
Relay will do. 
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1. A message file that is not formatted properly, as defined above, for incoming LogBook 
Relay Messages. 

2. A message with no Namespace or a Namespace value that is not formatted correctly. 
3. A message with no corresponding Template Map entry matching the Namespace. 
4. An incorrectly formatted Template Map configuration. 
5. A non-existent or invalid Template specification in a matching Template Map Rule. 
6. Encountering noteData properties that have no correspond Template Segment and that 

are not included in the KeysToIgnore string array. 
7. Encountering a Key-Value pair in noteData with a value that can’t be mapped into the 

corresponding Template Segment due to type/value incompatibility (i.e, an incorrectly 
formatted time value, or a non-numeric string where a number is expected, etc.). 

 
Case 1: Invalid Message File Content 
 
This is a pretty drastic error. The LogBook Relay will not be able to process the file. It will send 
an error message into its Config in the log and the error can be seen in the Log’s Log Settings -> 
Config -> <RelayName>.errors config.  If this Config space is not present, the Relay has not 
encountered this type of error. Once seen, the errors can be removed from LogBook’s config 
error space. 
 
Case 2: Message Namespace Issues 
 
A Carry Forward Basic Note will be added to the Log explaining the problem. Here’s an example. 
 
With the incoming message of: 
 
   { 
     "namespace": "", 
     "noteData": { 
        "Tank": "Tank 4", 
        "Status": "In Use" 
     }, 
     "timestamp": "2020-08-24T09:00:00-05:00" 
  } 

 
In the above example, the problem is that there’s no content in the namespace attribute; so, 
LogBook doesn’t know how to handle this message. A similar problem would arise if a 
namespace value were provided, but the LogBook Relay cannot find a corresponding Template 
Mapping Rule. In either case, the LogBook Relay doesn’t know how to process the incoming 
message.  Since it expects that the sender intends for its messages to make it to the 
corresponding Log, the LogBook Relay creates a message in the Log explaining the problem. 
 
Here’s an example of a Note representing an error with the namespace. 
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Case 3: No Template Mapping Rule Example 
 
In this case the LogBook Relay cannot find any Template Mapping Rule for the namespace 
provided in a message.  When that happens, LogBook will add a Carry Forward message like the 
example below, explaining the problem. 
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The expected reaction is for someone monitoring the Log to become aware of the issue and 
report it to the LogBook Relay Programmer or someone that can research and correct the issue. 
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The Log user would then, most likely, end the Carry Forward and let the message in LogBook 
fall off into history. 
 
Case 4: Incorrect Template Map Formatting 
 
In this case someone has made a mistake in the Template Map inside the Log’s Log Settings -> 
Config -> <RelayName>.TemplateMap configuration. 
 
If this were to occur the LogBook Relay would post a Carry Forward Note, similar to above, 
explaining the situation. Here’s an example. 
 

 
 
 
Case 5: Template Map specifies a Template that can’t be found 
 
Here’s an example of a Carry Forward Note that would explain a missing Template in a 
Template Map Rule. 
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Case 6, 7 and Others 
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For other issues that the LogBook Relay encounters when processing messages, the LogBook 
Relay will add comments to Notes or will add Notes that attempt to explain what it has 
encountered. 
 
When message files are properly formatted, and when Template Mapping Rules have been 
thoroughly expressed, there should be no Notes appearing in the target Log regarding message 
processing errors, and there should be no comments on the incoming Notes that were added 
by the Relay to explain Key or Segment processing errors, such as an error interpreting or 
converting message Key-Value values to Segment values (e.g., an incoming time value that’s not 
formatted correctly, or having text in a value that’s mapped to a Numeric Segment). 
 
As always, call the LogBook Team if you need help. 
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Connecting to LogBook Relay 
 
Connecting to the Relay will allow you to securely transfer your message files to the LogBook 
Relay. The Relay will then process your messages on a set schedule. 
 
About LogBook Relay Account Security 
 
With information security being at the forefront of everyone's concerns these days, we try to 
keep server access as secure as possible, while allowing for scripted access. 
 
Accordingly, we have two requirements for obtaining a session with our server: 
 

1. IP whitelisting (we do not allow access through our end point unless the source IP has 
been specifically allowed access) 

2. We require the use of authorized digital (SSH) keys to obtain a session with our server. 
We do not allow access with a password. 

 
SPKI is Required for SFTP Account Access 
 
Simple Public Key Infrastructure (SPKI) has been around for a long time. 
 
Connecting to the LogBook Secure Cloud requires the use of digital keys. You’ll need to create a 
public and private key pair for this, and you’ll need to send your public key to the LogBook 
Team so that it can be authorized for accessing your respective accounts for test and 
production.  For security reasons, there is no way to access these sites without using digital 
keys. You can’t get in with just a username and password. 
 
If you are unfamiliar with this, here’s a thumbnail sketch of why this is important and how it 
works: 

1. You will generate your key pair, which produces two files: 1) a private key that you keep 
AND NEVER GIVE TO ANYONE, and 2) a public key that you give to others that want to 
securely exchange information with you. 

2. You send the public key to your partner. For login purposes the partner “authorizes your 
key” for access 

3. You use your private key, which can optionally be protected by a passphrase that only 
you know and only you use on your own system (you don’t send you passphrase nor 
your private key to anyone, ever), to encrypt messages 

4. The receiver, which doesn’t have or know your private key, can use your public key to 
decode your messages. The receiver’s ability to decode your encryption successfully 
with your public key indicates that you, and only you, could have encrypted the 
message. 

5. Your account will be configured to allow you access only if you can connect using your 
authorized key. 
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So, when these are used for account access, they are substantially more secure than usernames 
and passwords that can be intercepted. With SPKI the only thing that’s ever sent is the public 
key, and that’s not useful for authentication by itself. Someone would have to obtain both the 
private key and its passphrase in order to breach the account. 
 
Usernames and passwords, on the other hand, have to be exchanged, one way or another; so, 
they are much more likely to be intercepted. 
 
That’s why we insist on protecting our cloud from automated access this way. It sounds 
complicated, but it’s not, really. 
 
Obtaining ssh Keys on Windows 10 
 
Key use is common practice on Unix/Linux systems, but sometimes it’s foreign to those that 
often use Windows. Here are some instructions for creating a key pair in Windows. 
 

1. First, make sure that OpenSSH is installed on your machine. Open Settings, go to Apps > 
Apps and Features > Manage Optional Features. Look at the list of installed optional 
features and check for "OpenSSH Client". If it is not there, click "Add a feature", find it, 
and install it. 

2. From either cmd or Powershell, run the command ssh-keygen. Note the directory where 
the keys are saved. When prompted for a passphrase, create one if you like, but 
scripting will be easier if there is no passphrase. 

3. Find the id_rsa.pub file that was generated and send the contents of that file to the 
LogBook Team. This is your public key.  Your SFTP account will be authorized for access 
with that key.  Again, your private key must stay in your possession. Don’t send it to us. 

 
Getting your IP Whitelisted 
 
Another form of protection for the LogBook Secure Cloud Environment is IP whitelisting. The 
LogBook Relay does not allow connections from unknown IP addresses. Before connecting to 
the LogBook Relay, you will need to get the external IP address that will be presented when you 
attempt your SFTP connection. 
 
There are a number of ways to determine your IP, which is not typically the IP address of the 
computer itself, but rather your public IP address after network address translation occurs 
when you connect to the Internet. 
 
On the computer you plan to make your SFTP connection with, open a web browser and search 
this phrase “find my IP” with Google’s search engine. It should return “Your public IP Address”. 
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That should be sent to The LogBook Team along with your public key when your request 
account access.  If you have more than one IP that may be needed, that’s ok.  Just send us the 
IPs that should be whitelisted for you. 
 
Request a Relay SFTP account 
 
Your LogBook Relay Instances run inside the LogBook Secure Cloud Environment. The only way 
you can get an account that you can use to send message files to it is to email the LogBook 
Team. Use logbooksupport@doozer.com or the email address of a known LogBook Team 
Member to request that a user account be set up on the server to allow you to upload your 
message files into a directory that the LogBook Relay processes. 
 
You can either provide us two desired usernames: one for your test site and one for production.  
Or if you want, the LogBook Team will assign your usernames. 
 
Along with this request, provide your public key and the IP address or addresses to be 
whitelisted for access. 
 
The LogBook Team will provision your access and send you your account usernames and the 
hostname you will use for connecting. So, you will have usernames and host names for your 
LogBook Relay Instances. 
 
Using SFTP to Connect to the LogBook Relay's Server 
 
With a given username and LogBook Relay hostname, you’ll use your ssh private key and SFTP 
to connect with a command like this in cmd or Powershell: 
 
 sftp username@host 
 
Your working directory will be set to your LogBook Relay’s incoming message folder, which will 
be the only directory to which you can send files. You’ll then simply “PUT” your files into that 
directory with an SFTP PUT command, like this: 
 
 PUT messagefile.JSON 
 
You can use other SFTP commands to confirm that the files are there. 
 


